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Abstract
In this paper we construct quantummechanical observables of a single free particle that lives
on the surface of the two-sphere S2 by implementing the Fedosov ∗-formalism. The Fedosov ∗
is a generalization of the Moyal star product on an arbitrary symplectic manifold. After their
construction we show that they obey the standard angular momentum commutation relations
in ordinary nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. The purpose of this paper is three-fold. One is
to find an exact, non-perturbative solution of these observables. The other is to verify that the
commutation relations of these observables correspond to angular momentum commutation
relations. The last is to show a more general computation of the observables in Fedosov ∗-
formalism; essentially an undeformation of Fedosov’s algorithm.
1 Introduction
The Moyal star product formalism is an equivalent way to do quantum mechanics.[3] The idea is
that instead of using abstract linear operators on a Hilbert space such as position xˆ and momentum
pˆ, we may use classical variables x and p however we change the product so that the commutation
relations are the same as in the Hilbert space formalism. Namely:
[xˆa, pˆb] = i~δ
a
b ,
[
xˆa, xˆb
]
= 0 = [pˆa, pˆb]
become:
[xa, pb]∗ = i~δ
a
b ,
[
xa, xb
]
∗
= 0 = [pa, pb]∗
we use the convention that the lower case indices run from 1, . . . , n and capital ones run from
1, . . . 2n and:
[f, g]
∗
= f ∗ g − g ∗ f
1
where f and g are any 2 functions of x and p.
We note that the limit ~→ 0+ gives the ordinary product of functions.
The definition of the Moyal star for R2n explicitly is:
f ∗ g = fe
i~
2
ωAB
←−
∂ A
−→
∂ Bg = fg +
i~
2
ωAB (∂Af) (∂Bg)−
~
2
8
ωCEωAB (∂C∂Af) (∂E∂Bg) + · · ·
where ∂A =
(
∂
∂xa
, ∂
∂pa
)
and the arrow determines the direction that the derivative acts and the
operator ωAB
←−
∂ A
−→
∂ B is called the Poisson bracket.
There is an invertible map called the Weyl transform W that translates from the Hilbert space
formalism to the Moyal formalism. The main property of this transform is that an arbitrary Taylor
series operator on the Hilbert space:1
Aˆ =
∑
m,n
A b1···bna1···am xˆ
a1 · · · xˆam pˆb1 · · · pˆbn
becomes by applying the Weyl transform:
W
(
Aˆ
)
= A =
∑
m,n
A b1···bna1···am x
a1 ∗ · · · ∗ xam ∗ pb1 ∗ · · · ∗ pbn
in a mechanical way by simply replacing each xˆ with x, pˆ with p and placing stars between each of
them as is done above.[3]
The trace over an operator of compact support goes to:
Tr
(
Aˆ
)
W
↔ Tr∗ (A) :=
1
(2π~)
n
∫
ωn
n!
A
So if we are given the Hamiltonian Hˆ and the density matrix ρˆ we may map:
Hˆ
W
↔ H , ρˆ
W
↔ ρ
We thus can get the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation by mapping:
Hˆρˆn = Enρˆn ,
[
Hˆ, ρˆn
]
= 0
to:
H ∗ ρn = Enρn , [H, ρn]∗ = 0
where ρn are called the Wigner functions. This also works with the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation.2
1Note that this is effectively an arbitrary operator since we can use the commutators to rearrange each term so
that the x’s are to the left and the p’s are to the right.
2See Fedosov for clarification.[1]
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Also expectation values become:
Tr
(
ρˆAˆ
)
↔ Tr∗ (ρ ∗A)
The Moyal ∗ has been generalized to an arbitrary smooth symplectic manifold (N , ω,D) endowed
with a preserved two-form ω (called the symplectic form) and a phase-space connection D by
Fedosov.[1](an excellent summary is [2]) For any such manifold (N , ω,D) he gives a perturbative
expansion for his ∗-product. However, the convergence issues of the Fedosov ∗, in general, remain
unknown.
The properties of the Fedosov ∗ are:
• It is an associative (but not commutative) map ∗ : C∞ (N )× C∞ (N )→ C∞ (N ).
• Invariant under all smooth coordinate transformations of the phase-space variables x and p.
• No assumed Hamiltonian.
• The Fedosov ∗ is given perturbatively given any symplectic manifold (N , ω,D).
• In the limit ~→ 0+, ∗ becomes the ordinary pointwise multiplication of functions on N .
• To first order in ~ the commutator is the Poisson bracket: [f, g]
∗
= i~ {f, g}+O
(
~
2
)
.
• When N = T ∗En (i.e. the phase space or the cotangent bundle of En)3 we get the Moyal ∗.
In this paper we restrict N to be the cotangent bundle of a manifold with metric g (M, g) denoted
T ∗M.4 The reason to do this is that the cotangent bundle of a manifold is the phase-space of that
manifold (i.e. the space of all coordinates x and momentum p). In quantum mechanics using the
Moyal ∗ the phase-space is the arena for quantization by giving proper ∗-commutation relations
between the x’s and p’s. The importance of the Fedosov ∗-formalism is that it is a coordinate
invariant way of constructing these commutation relations on general T ∗M in such a way that they
patch consistently to any coordinate map of the cotangent bundle. Also another important point
is that it can be constructed at least perturbatively for any cotangent bundle.
However unlike Fedosov who defines a formulation based on the deformation of covectors (i.e.
covectors equipped with a Moyal-like product between them) we will not. We will introduce a
Heisenberg algebra generated by s˜ and k˜ (
[
s˜i, s˜j
]
=
[
k˜i, k˜j
]
= 0,
[
s˜i, k˜j
]
= i~δij where i and j run
from 1 through 2n) at every point of our phase-space T ∗M. The motivation to do this instead of
Fedosov’s way is to make a more direct connection between ordinary quantum mechanics involving
Heisenberg algebras and the state spaces that the algebra acts on called Hilbert spaces. We then
define this algebra to be linear operators on a Hilbert space which, of course, will eventually contain
our states. This new construction will still preserve all of the essential properties of the original
Fedosov ∗ albeit reformulated so as to apply to different objects. It will be a quantization procedure
3Here En stands for Euclidean n-dimensional space.
4The cotangent bundle of any manifold is known to be a symplectic manifold.
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i.e. a map of the variables on the phase-space x and p to the observables xˆ and pˆ which are linear
operators on the Hilbert space.
The properties of the Fedosov ∗-quantization in our construction are:
• xˆ and pˆ form an associative but noncommutative algebra.
• The map from (x, p)→ (xˆ, pˆ) is invariant under all smooth canonical coordinate transforma-
tions of the phase-space variables x and p.
• No assumed Hamiltonian.
• We can construct the xˆ and pˆ perturbatively given any (T ∗M, ω,D).
• In the limit ~→ 0+, xˆ and pˆ become x and p respectively i.e. the ordinary variables on T ∗M.
• To first order in ~ the commutator is the Poisson bracket:
[
fˆ , gˆ
]
= i~
{
fˆ , gˆ
}
+O
(
~
2
)
.
• When M = Rn we get the ordinary quantum mechanics.
In the present work we take as our symplectic manifold T ∗S2, the phase space of a single particle
on the 2-sphere, S2. For this space we construct the Fedosov observables non-perturbatively. The
advantage of choosing S2 is that we had suspected previous to the calculation that the commutators
are the same as the usual angular momentum commutators in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.
Saying in fact that the theory of angular momentum is the quantization of the two-sphere without
the need for it to be embedded in R3.
1.1 Outline
We will follow the basic scheme of keeping derivations sufficiently general so as to apply to a
completely general manifold with metric (M, g) and then state results from our specific case of the
sphere.
In section 2 we introduce the phase-space connection. We introduce the basis of covectors of ma-
trices/operators yˆA on the cotangent bundle in section 3. In section 4 we attempt to motivate and
solve for a new derivation Dˆ. Also we talk a bit about Dˆ’s ambiguities. Moving into section 5 we ex-
plicitly compute the quantities xˆ and pˆ. In section 6 we compute the commutators
[
xˆa, xˆb
]
, [xˆa, pˆb]
and [pˆa, pˆb] using the explicit forms of the operators. Section 7 explains how one would construct
states of angular momentum on T ∗S2 by finally introducing the standard Hamiltonian in ordinary
nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. Up until this point no Hamiltonian was assumed.
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2 The Phase-Space Connection for T ∗S2
Before we begin, we note the use of the convention that the lower case are the indices ofM (these run
from 1, . . . , n) and capital ones are the indices of the phase-space T ∗M (these run from 1, . . . , 2n).
We start with the phase space of a single classical particle confined to a general manifold (M, g).
The objects needed are the phase space, T ∗M which is the cotangent bundle of M, an affine
connection on the phase space D and the symplectic form ω of T ∗M.
A phase-space connection’s action on all functions f (x, p) ∈ T ∗M and a basis of covectors ΘA ∈
T ∗T ∗M are:
Df = df =
∂f
∂xa
dxa +
∂f
∂pa
dpa
D ⊗ΘA = ΓAB ⊗Θ
B = ΓABCΘ
C ⊗ ΘB
in such a way as to preserve the symplectic form ω = dpa ∧ dxa on T ∗S2 (D ⊗ ω = 0) where
D = ΘCDC , DCΘ
A = ΓABCΘ
B and ΓABC is the Christoffel symbol in this basis.
Additionally we impose that D be torsion-free (D2f = 0) and that it corresponds to the Levi-Civita
connection onM when it acts on functions of x and dx. Of course we extend to vectors and higher
tensors by the Leibnitz rule.
In the specific case of S2 (T ∗S2) we employ the convention that the lower/upper-case indices be
of the embedding space E3 (T ∗E3) running from 1, 2, 3 (1, . . . , 6) instead of 1, 2 (1, . . . , 4). We
note before continuing that the calculation of the Fedosov observables is inherently two space-time
dimensional. The third coordinate is merely for convenience. We see this fact manifest itself by the
two conditions (e.g. x · x = 1 and x · p = 0) on the three coordinates every step of the way.
The natural objects and quantities on T ∗S2 are:
• The induced S2 metric g by the E3 embedding metric δ.
• The induced T ∗S2 symplectic form ω by the T ∗E3 embedding symplectic form.
• Also the equations defining T ∗S2 inside of T ∗E3, x · x = δabxaxb = 1 and x · p = xapa = 0.
• A torsion-free phase-space connection D = ΘADA on T ∗S2 that preserves all of the above
conditions along with the symplectic form ω and there subsequent derivatives. In other words:
Dl ⊗ g = Dl ⊗ ω = Dl
(
δabx
axb
)
= Dl (xapa) = 0
for all positive integers l where g = gabdx
a ∨ dxb, ω = ωABΘA ∧ ΘB , where ΘA is basis of forms
and ∨,∧ are the symmetric, antisymmetric tensor products respectively that we will omit because
it will be clear when we mean the one or the other.
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We define a basis of covectors or forms by:
ΘA = (θa, αa)
where the θ’s are the first three Θ’s and the α’s are the last three Θ’s. θ and α are defined to be:
α := x× dp
θ := x× dx
The metric on S2 is:
g = θ · θ
The phase-space connection we use for T ∗S2 is:
Dx := dx = θ × x
Dp := dp = α× x− p× θ
D ⊗ θ = θ ⊗× θ (Dθ)
D ⊗ α = θ ⊗× α−
2
3
(θ × x)⊗
(
p · θ
)
+
1
3
(
p · θ
)
⊗ (θ × x) (Dα)
And its corresponding curvature:
D2x := 0
D2p := 0
D2 ⊗ θ = ω˜ ⊗ (x× θ) (D2θ)
D2 ⊗ α = ω˜ ⊗ (x× α) +
1
3
(α (θ ⊗· θ)− θ (α⊗· θ)− 2ω ⊗ θ) (D2α)
3 Introducing the yˆ’s
Following Fedosov, we are going to introduce some machinery namely the operators yˆ’s to calculate
the observables on general manifoldM. However, unlike Fedosov who defines these yˆ’s as covectors
equipped with a Moyal-like product between them we choose a different starting point. We define
the yˆ’s at fixed point to be a Heisenberg algebra
[
yˆA, yˆB
]
= i~ωAB where ωAB is the inverse of
ωAB with ω
ABωBC = δ
A
C . More explicitly yˆ’s are huge (infinite dimensional) matrices that act on
a Hilbert space:
yˆA =


yA11 (x, p) y
A
12 (x, p) · · ·
yA21 (x, p) y
A
22 (x, p) · · ·
...
...
. . .


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where for each A, j, and k yAjk ∈ C
∞ (T ∗M).
To make a connection with a more familiar form of the Heisenberg algebra we use Darboux’s
theorem. Darboux’s theorem says that in the neighborhood of each point of q ∈ T ∗M there exist
2n local coordinates
(
x˜1, . . . , x˜n, p˜1, . . . , p˜n
)
5, called canonical or Darboux coordinates, such that
the symplectic form ω may be written by means of these coordinates as ω = dp˜1dx˜
1+ · · ·+dp˜ndx˜n.
Thus in this coordinate system at q the yˆ’s are expressed as 2n operators
(
s˜1, . . . , s˜n, k˜1, . . . , k˜n
)
which have the commutators
[
s˜i, s˜j
]
=
[
k˜i, k˜j
]
= 0,
[
s˜i, k˜j
]
= i~δij where i and j run from 1
through 2n. And so at each point the yˆ’s establish a Heisenberg algebra which acts on a Hilbert
space.
Important Note: Fedosov actually begins with the yˆ’s as being an arbitrary basis of ordinary
covectors with a Moyal-like product between themselves.[1] We take the point of view that the
specific form of the product is irrelevant. All that matters is that we have an algebra with same
commutation relations and the action of the connection is same on the yˆ’s.
Defining Properties of yˆ: [
yˆA, yˆB
]
= i~ωAB
DyˆA = ΓAB yˆ
B = ΓABCΘ
C yˆB , ΘA = (θa, αa)
The yˆ’s commute with the set of quantities {x, p, dx, dp, g, ω, ~, i} where i is the complex unit.
Note: The action of the phase-space connection on yˆ is the same as the one on Θ (D ⊗ ΘA =
ΓABCΘ
C ⊗ΘB) and so we regard it as a basis of operator or matrix-valued covectors.6 This tells us
how to parallel transport the Heisenberg algebra (the yˆ’s) at one point to the Heisenberg algebra
of every other point in a consistent way.
Introducing terminology:
In this paper when we say f is a function/form we define it to be a complex Taylor series in its
variables7. Explicitly:
f (u, . . . , v) =
∑
l,j’s
fj1···jlu
j1 · · · vjl (j’s are powers not indices)
where fj1···jl are constants while u and v could be any of the set {x, p, dx, dp, ω, ~, i}.
So if f is a function/form of some subset or all of the quantities x, p, dx, dp, ω, ~ and i it then
commutes with the yˆ’s and will be called a complex-valued function/form. On the contrary a
matrix-valued function/form is a complex Taylor series in yˆ and possibly some subset or all of the
quantities x, p, dx, dp, ω, ~ and i.
5Note that these 2n coordinates and are different from the 2n+ 2 embedding coordinates (xµ, pµ).
6One may be tempted to quantize the manifold by mapping
(
x1, x2, x3, p1, p2, p3
)
to the matrices(
yˆ1, yˆ2, yˆ3, yˆ4, yˆ5, yˆ6
)
, but we want a coordinate independent formalism and, in general, this is not coordinate inde-
pendent.
7The set of all of these type of functions is sometimes called the enveloping algebra of its arguments.
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So if f (x, p, dx, dp, ω, ~, i) is a complex-valued function/form it then commutes with the yˆ’s. More
explicitly with the matrix indices written:(
yˆAyˆB
)
jk
= Σlyˆ
A
jlyˆ
B
lk
([
yˆA, f
])
jk
:= yˆAjkf − f yˆ
A
jk = 0
On the contrary a matrix-valued function/form does not. From now on we will not write the matrix
indices explicitly.
The End Goal:
The idea for Fedosov’s introduction of the yˆ’s is to associate to each f (x, p) ∈ C∞ (T ∗M) a unique
observable fˆ (x, p, yˆ):
fˆ (x, p, yˆ) =
∑
l
fA1···Al yˆ
A1 · · · yˆAl (fˆ)
where fA1···Al are some unknown functions of x and p to be determined.
Important Note: Most of the rest of the sections will be dedicated to finding a solution for fˆ (i.e.
the coefficients functions fA1···Al) for each f (x, p) ∈ C
∞
(
T ∗S2
)
up to some ”reasonable” ambiguity
(discussed in sections 4.1 and 5).
3.1 T ∗S2 Explicitly
Specifically for T ∗S2 we have the induced symplectic form ω of T ∗R3 onto T ∗S2 being:
ω = α · θ = (δab − x
axb)αaθ
b
We make the convention8:
yˆA = (sa, ka)
where the s’s are the first three yˆ’s and the k’s are the last three yˆ’s. Using the above formulas we
then write the commutation relations:[
sa, sb
]
= 0 = [ka, kb] , [s
a, kb] = i~ (δ
a
b − x
axb)
We may assume w.l.o.g. that x · s = x · k = 0 because we observe that the only part of s and k that
affect the commutators are the parts that are perpendicular to x. The irrelevance of the part of s
and k parallel to x stems from the above relations because [xas
a, kb] = 0 and
[
sa, kbx
b
]
= 0 and so
we could always subtract off the part of s and k parallel to x and get the same commutators. Since
x · s = x · k = 0 we have four independent operators which is required since (one for each direction
on T ∗S2).
8Note that the indices go from 1 to 2n + 2 and are different from the 2n operators defined above by(
s˜1, . . . , s˜n, k˜1, . . . , k˜n
)
. The difference between them is the same as the difference between the embedding co-
ordinates
(
x1, . . . , xn+1, p1, . . . , pn+1
)
and
(
x˜1, . . . , x˜n, p˜1, . . . , p˜n
)
.
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The action of the connection and curvature acting on s & k is written down directly from the
equations (Dθ) , (Dα) ,
(
D2θ
)
, and
(
D2α
)
:
Ds = θ × s
Dk = θ × k −
2
3
θ × x
(
p · s
)
+
1
3
(
p · θ
)
(s× x)
D2s = ω˜ (x× s)
D2k = ω˜ (x× k) +
1
3
(α (s · θ) + (s · α) θ − 2ωs)
4 Constructing the global derivation Dˆ
Following Fedosov, we now introduce a global derivation as a matrix commutator Dˆ =
[
Qˆ, ·
]
which is
central to constructing the coefficients fA1···Al in equation
(
fˆ
)
for each f (x, p) ∈ C∞ (T ∗M). One
possible physical motivation for Dˆ is that in the next section we will require that all observables
fˆ must satisfy the equation
(
D − Dˆ
)
fˆ (x, p, yˆ) = 0. We see that on fˆ Dˆ is an infinitesimal
translation matrix operator equivalent to D. We then reason that matrix operators corresponding
to infinitesimal translations on the cotangent bundle should exist i.e. Dˆ. The reason that we require
that they must exist is because we are constructing the set of all physical matrix operators on states
and certainly infinitesimal translations are in this set. If this reasoning is correct then the equation(
D − Dˆ
)
fˆ = 0 must be satisfied for all observables fˆ . Also the case of T ∗Rn may provide some
insight since it is the overlap of this formalism and quantum mechanics using the Moyal ∗ (see in
Appendix D for the example of T ∗Rn).
Define the derivation Dˆ by the graded commutator9:
Dˆ =
[
Qˆ, ·
]
=
[
QˆAΘ
A, ·
]
(Dˆ)
QˆA =
∑
l
QAA1···Al yˆ
A1 · · · yˆAl
where ΘA = (θa, αa) and QAA1···Al are complex-valued functions of x and p that need to be
determined. We reiterate that complex-valued functions are not matrices hence they commute with
the yˆ’s.
Again following Fedosov, we can partially determine the functions QAA1···Al by the mysterious
9Graded commutators have the property that
[
QˆAΘ
A, w
]
=
[
QˆA, w
]
ΘA =
(
QˆAw −wQˆA
)
ΘA where w is an
l-form with coefficients wA1···Al which are complex-valued functions of the variables x, p and yˆ.
9
equation10: (
D − Dˆ
)2
yˆA = 0 (cond Dˆ)
The physical motivation for this equation is still unclear and may lurk in the work of Fedosov.
One reason for the above requirement is that in the next section we want to solve the equation(
D − Dˆ
)
fˆ = 0 for fˆ and the above is an integrability condition for the solvability of this equation.
We now let Qˆ be the sum of 2 parts the first being the solution in the case of T ∗Rn (Christoffels=
Γ = 0):
QˆAΘ
A = ωAB yˆ
AΘB + r (Qˆ)
where:
r =
∑
l
rAA1···AlΘ
AyˆA1 · · · yˆAl
and rAA1···Al are complex-valued functions of x and p that need to be determined. In general, we
assume that r has terms that are cubic or higher powers in the yˆ’s (see Appendix B and Fedosov
[1] for clarification).
We rewrite the condition
(
cond Dˆ
)
as:
(
D − Dˆ
)2
yˆA =
[
Ω−Dr + dˆr + r2, yˆA
]
= 0
where Ω := 12i~ωFNR
F
BCEΘ
CΘE yˆN yˆB is the phase-space curvature (D2 ⊗ ΘA = RABCEΘ
CΘE ⊗
ΘB) as a commutator and dˆh = 1
i~
[
ωAB yˆ
AΘB, h
]
where h is a matrix-valued function of x, p, dx, dp
and yˆ (see Appendix A for the proof).
From now on we let:
Ω−Dr + dˆr + r2 = 0 (r)
and keep it in the back of our minds that we could add something that commutes with all yˆ’s to
Ω−Dr + dˆr + r2.
Important: To emphasize the importance of this equation the reader should note that the whole
Fedosov ∗-formalism hinges on this r existing. We know solutions exists perturbatively in gen-
eral (Fedosov has the recursive solution for it [1] [p.144]), however convergence issues still remain
unresolved. On a technical note we have found that solving for r to be the hardest point of the
computation of the Fedosov observables because of the need for the right ansatz and the nonlinear
equation (r) above that it must solve.
Specifically for the case of T ∗S2 the solution for the curvature as a commutator Ω is:
Ω :=
1
3
(
(s · α) (s · θ)− s2ω
)
+ (x× k) · sω˜
10Fedosov adds an additional condition that makes his Dˆ unique from a fixed D being dˆ−1r0 = 0 where dˆ−1 is
what he calls δ−1 (an operator used in a de Rham decomposition) and r0 is the first term in the recursive solution.
We regard this choice as being artificial and thus omit it from the paper.
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We then verify that it gives the curvature as commutators:
[Ω, s] = [−k · (x× s) ω˜, s] = ω˜ (x× s)
[Ω, k] =
1
3
(α (s · θ) + (s · α) θ − 2ωs) + (x× k) ω˜
To simplify the calculations we set i~ = 1 which we will eventually put back in the end.
Fedosov at this point would implement an algorithm to construct r perturbatively, however rather
than do this we will make an ansatz for r by exploiting the rotational symmetry of the sphere. This
will give us an exact solution for r.11
Our ansatz for r is:
r = r0 + f
(
s2
)
z · s (x× s) · θ + g
(
s2
)
z · (x× s) s · θ + h
(
s2
)
s · θ (r ansatz)
where z = p− x× k and r0 =
1
3
(
(k · θ) s2 − k · s (s · θ)
)
.
We will now state the results of our calculations because the calculations are just too space con-
suming and yet at the same time straight forward. Given the formulas for r and Ω and performing
lengthy calculations eventually we get:
Dr =
(
1
9
−
2g
3
+
f
3
)
s2p · sω˜ + fα · (x× s) (x× s) · θ − g (s · α) s · θ
dˆr = −Ω+
(
2f ′s2 + 3f + g
)
z · sω˜ − g (s · α) s · θ + fα · (x× s) (x× s) · θ
r2 =
(
1
9
−
2g
3
+
f
3
)
s2p · sω˜ +
(
2gf ′s2 + gf − f2 −
2f
3
+
g
3
−
1
9
)
s2z · sω˜
where f ′ = ∂f
∂(s2) for all functions.
Putting these into the equation (r) we obtain a condition for g:
g =
s2
((
f + 13
)2
− 2f ′
)
− 3f
s2
((
f + 13
)
+ 2s2f ′
)
+ 1
while f and h are left arbitrary as long as g is well-defined. This is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the equation (r) to hold.
We note that f = − 13 , g = 1 and f = −
1
12 , g =
1
4 are the only solutions where f and g are constant.
We will choose to work with the f = − 13 , g = 1, h = 0 solution from now on. We choose this
solution for the sake of clarity because it turns out to be the easiest to use in the next few sections.
However the reader should note that we calculated the commutators for the general solutions for
g, f and h and obtained the same result for all of them. See section 6 for the exact result of the
11On a technical note: we ran the Fedosov algorithm a few times to help us see what form the ansatz should take.
Also remember that when we require Ω−Dr + dˆr + r2 = 0 modulo terms that commute with the yˆ’s.
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commutators for the particular solution f = − 13 , g = 1, h = 0 (and hence the solution for the
general solutions for g, f and h).
The solution for r for f = − 13 , g = 1, h = 0 is:
r = −
1
3
(
p · s
)
((x× s) · θ) + z · (x× s) s · θ (r soln)
4.1 Ambiguities in r
It is worthwhile to note that the condition
(
cond Dˆ
)
does not uniquely define Dˆ given a fixed D.12
It appears however that the most of the ambiguities in constructing Dˆ when given a fixed phase
space connection D can be absorbed by a basis change (in other words a gauge transformation). It
is easy to see this in a Darboux chart because the connection may be expressed as a commutator:
D˜yˆA =
[
Q˜, yˆA
]
where D˜ = D − Dˆ, Q˜ = Q − Qˆ and D = [Q, ·]. The gauge transformation takes the form:
yˆA → yˆAnew := Uyˆ
AU−1 , D˜yˆA → D˜newyˆ
A
new :=
[
UQ˜U−1, U yˆAU−1
]
= U
(
D˜yˆA
)
U−1
where U is some invertible function of the x’s, p’s and yˆ’s. Thus the physical content of this theory
is independent of U because the commutators remain unchanged.
This can be seen as follows:
r → r + r′
where r is a solution to the equation (r) and r′ is some unknown series:
r′ =
∑
l
r′AA1···AlΘ
AyˆA1 · · · yˆAl
Putting r→ r + r′ into (r) we obtain:
Ω−D (r + r′) + [s · α− k · θ, (r + r′)] + (r + r′)
2
= 0
modulo the equation (r) to get:
−Dr′ + [s · α− k · θ, r′] + (r′)
2
+ [r, r′] = 0
=⇒ D˜r′ − (r′)
2
= 0
12Fedosov adds an additional condition that makes his Dˆ unique from a fixed D being dˆ−1r0 = 0 where dˆ−1 is
what he calls δ−1 (an operator used in a de Rham decomposition) and r0 is the first term in the recursive solution.
We regard this choice as being artificial and thus omit it from the paper.
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This tells us that if r′ is of the form:
r′ =
(
D˜U
)
U−1
for any U which corresponds to a gauge transformation in the enveloping algebra then the resulting
rnew = r + r
′ will solve equation (r). In other words once we have one solution we have actually
have huge class of equivalent solutions. We suspect this class of equivalent solutions are all of the
solutions for a simply-connected manifold.
Note: There is another source of ambiguity namely the ambiguity in the phase-space connection
D. Given a connection D we may add to it a tensor ∆ABC where if we lower by ∆ABC = ωAE∆
E
BC
it is symmetric in all three indices. The new connection still preserves the symplectic form ω. Our
curvature becomes:
(D +∆)
2
= D2 +D (∆) + ∆2
It is unclear what this ambiguity means so we will leave it for a future discussion.
5 Computing xˆ and pˆ
At this point in Fedosov’s algorithm we have all the tools in place to associate an observable fˆ to
every f ∈ C∞ (T ∗M). Following Fedosov we require that every observable fˆ (x, p, yˆ) must satisfy
the equation: (
D − Dˆ
)
fˆ (x, p, yˆ) = 0
where fA1···Al are some unknown functions of x and p such that:
ℓo
(
fˆ (x, p, yˆ)
)
= f (x, p)
ℓo (short for leading order in yˆ and ~) picks out the term which has no yˆ’s and no ~’s in it. Explicitly:
fˆ (x, p, yˆ) = f (x, p) +O (yˆ, ~)
where f has no ~’s in it.
And so the condition to solve (we believe unique up to unitary transformations) for an observable
fˆ for every f ∈ C∞ (T ∗M) is:(
D − Dˆ
)
fˆ (x, p, yˆ) = 0 , ℓo
(
fˆ (x, p, yˆ)
)
= f (x, p) (cond fˆ)
If we have determined our D and Dˆ we can find solutions for the operators xˆa and pˆa (i.e. their
coefficients baA1···Al and caA1···Al):
xˆa =
∑
l
baA1···Al yˆ
A1 · · · yˆAl (xˆ)
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pˆa =
∑
l
caA1···Al yˆ
A1 · · · yˆAl (pˆ)
where baA1···Al and caA1···Al are complex-valued functions of x and p (which are the coefficients
fA1···Al in equation
(
fˆ
)
where the first terms in the series is f = ba = xa or f = ca = pa
respectively) and will be determined by the equations:
(
D − Dˆ
)
xˆa = 0 , ℓo (xˆa) = xa (cond xˆ)
(
D − Dˆ
)
pˆa = 0 , ℓo (pˆa) = pa (cond pˆ)
Again see the example in Appendix D for solutions to xˆ and pˆ in the case of T ∗Rn where D = d.
If we invert the equations (xˆ) and (pˆ) once we have solved for the coefficients baA1···Al and c
a
A1···Al
to get yˆ as matrix-valued function of x, p, xˆ and pˆ (i.e. yˆA = yˆA (x, p, xˆ, pˆ)) and then substitute it
into the equation for an arbitrary observable
(
fˆ
)
and get:
fˆ (xˆ, pˆ) =
∑
lm
f b1···bma1···al xˆ
a1 · · · xˆal pˆb1 · · · pˆbm (fˆ soln)
where f b1···bma1···al are constant coefficients.
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However, once have our xˆ and pˆ there is the ambiguity of how to order each variable when you
map a function f (x, p) to fˆ (xˆ, pˆ). For example does the function f (x, p) = x1p1 go to xˆ
1pˆ1, pˆ1xˆ
1
or some linear combination of the two? We should expect this in any well defined quantization
procedure because such ordering ambiguities arise in quantum mechanics. We will, for now, regard
the ordering of each fˆ to be undetermined.14
5.1 T ∗S2 Explicitly
Fedosov at this point would implement an algorithm to construct xˆ and pˆ perturbatively[1] [p.146]
for our specific case of T ∗S2. We instead try to find exact solutions to them.15 Specifically for the
case of T ∗S2 we have the ansatz for both xˆ and pˆ as:
xˆ = v
(
s2
)
x+ w
(
s2
)
x× s+ y
(
s2
)
s
pˆ =
(
z · st
(
s2
)
+ z · (x× s) q
(
s2
))
x+ zn
(
s2
)
+ z × xu
(
s2
)
with some functions v, w, y, t, q, n and u to be determined and the requirements that ℓo (xˆ) = x
and ℓo
(
pˆ
)
= p.
13To prove this act D − Dˆ on this equation.
14Fedosov chooses Weyl ordering.
15We, again, ran the Fedosov algorithm a few times to help us see what for the ansatz should take.
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The conditions (cond xˆ) and (cond pˆ) become the following equations:
0 =
(
D − Dˆ
)
xˆ =
((
−2v′
(
s2 + 1
)
+ w
)
(s · θ)− y (x× s) · θ
)
x
+
((
−
v
s2
− 2w′
(
s2 + 1
)
− w
(
1 +
1
s2
))
(s · θ)− y
1
s2
(x× s) · θ
)
x× s
+
((
v
s2
+ w
1
s2
)
(x× s) · θ +
(
−2y′
(
s2 + 1
)
− y
(
1 +
1
s2
))
(s · θ)
)
s
and:
0 =
(
D − Dˆ
)
pˆ =


(
−2z · st′
(
s2 + 1
)
− (z · s) 1
s2
t− 2z · (x× s) q′
(
s2 + 1
)
+z · (x× s)
(
1− 1
s2
)
q − (z · s) 1
s2
u+ z · (x× s) 1
s2
n
)
(s · θ)(
−
(
z · (x× s)
(
1 + 1
s2
))
t+ (z · s) 1
s2
q
+x · (z × s) 1
s2
u− (z · s) 1
s2
n
)
(x× s) · θ

 x
+


(
−z · st− z · (x× s) q + 2z · (x× s)n
− (z · s)u+ 2 (z · s)
(
s2 + 1
)
u′ − 2 (z × x) · s
(
s2 + 1
)
n′
)
(s · θ)
+z · (x× s) (x× s) · θu

 1
s2
x× s
+


(
2z · (x× s) u+ (z · s)n
−2 (z · s)
(
s2 + 1
)
n′ − 2 ((z × x) · s)
(
s2 + 1
)
u′
)
s · θ
+(z · st+ z · (x× s) q − z · (x× s)n) (x× s) · θ

 1
s2
s
So the conditions that D˜xˆ = 0 and D˜pˆ = 0 becomes 6+6 equations because (s · θ)2 = 0 =
((x× s) · θ)2 and (s · θ) (x× s) · θ = ω˜ where ω˜ab is invertible. We then solve the subsequent
differential equations for the functions v, w, y, t, q, n and u along with requiring that they have
the correct term with no yˆ’s (ℓo (xˆ) = x and ℓo
(
pˆ
)
= p) in the Taylor expansion to obtain the
solutions:
xˆ = (x− x× s)
(
s2 + 1
)− 1
2 (xˆ soln)
pˆ = (z · (x× s)x+ z)
(
s2 + 1
) 1
2 (pˆ soln)
where z = p− x× k with the following conditions holding:
ℓo (xˆ) = x , ℓo
(
pˆ
)
= p
pˆ · xˆ = xˆ · pˆ− 2i~ = 0 (xˆpˆ conds)
We note at this point that there is not much insight looking at these formulas except for what we
get for the commutators in the next section.
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6 The Commutators
[
xˆa, xˆb
]
, [xˆa, pˆb] and [pˆa, pˆb]
Once we have xˆa and pˆa i.e. the coefficients b
a
A1···Al
and caA1···Al we work out the commutation
relations
[
xˆa, xˆb
]
, [xˆa, pˆb] and [pˆa, pˆb] using the formulas (xˆ) and (pˆ) in the previous section in a
brute force calculation. Remember that the ∗-commutators is the
Poisson bracket on T ∗M to first order in ~:[
fˆ (xˆ, pˆ) , gˆ (xˆ, pˆ)
]
= hˆ (xˆ, pˆ)
[f∗ (x, p) , g∗ (x, p)]∗ = h∗ (x, p) = i~ {f, g}M +O
(
~
2
)
(∗-comm)
where fˆ , gˆ, hˆ and f∗, g∗, h∗ are fuctions defined by:
fˆ (xˆ, pˆ) =
∑
lm
f b1···bmja1···al~
j xˆa1 · · · xˆal pˆb1 · · · pˆbm
f∗ (x, p) =
∑
lm
f b1···bmja1···al~
jxa1 ∗ · · · ∗ xal ∗ pb1 ∗ · · · ∗ pbm
where f b1···bmja1···al are constants.
These two sets, one of all f∗’s {f∗} and one of all fˆ ’s
{
fˆ
}
defined above are isomorphic.
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6.1 T ∗S2 Explicitly
In our case of T ∗S2 we find: [
xˆa, xˆb
]
= 0
[xˆa, pˆb] = i~ (δ
a
b − xˆ
axˆb)
[pˆa, pˆb] = 2i~xˆ[bpˆa]
xˆ · xˆ = 1, pˆ · xˆ = xˆ · pˆ− 2i~ = 0
We now define Lˆ because we argue below that it is a more ”natural” momentum:
Lˆ := −pˆ× xˆ = xˆ× pˆ = x× z + (z · s)x− z · (x× s) s
again with the computed conditions:
Lˆ · xˆ = xˆ · Lˆ = 0 , xˆ · xˆ = 1
ℓo
(
Lˆ
)
= L = x× p
We easily recognize that Lˆ is the more ”natural” variable compared to pˆ. This is because pˆ · xˆ = 0
and xˆ · pˆ = 2i~ are very ”unnatural” conditions since there is no physical reason why it shouldn’t
be xˆ · pˆ = 0 and pˆ · xˆ = −2i~. We could define pˆ
new
= pˆ+Axˆ where A is an arbitrary constant and
obtain the same commutators. On the other hand the symmetry between Lˆ · xˆ = xˆ · Lˆ = 0 seems
to suggest that Lˆ should be the preferred quantity over pˆ. In other words the relevant component
of pˆ is the one perpendicular to xˆ which is precisely what Lˆ is.
Therefore the part of pˆ parallel to xˆ is irrelevant:
xˆ = (x− x× s)
(
s2 + 1
)− 1
2 (xˆ soln)
Lˆ = x× z + (z · s) x− z · (x× s) s (Lˆ soln)
where z = p− x× k with conditions:
Lˆ · xˆ = xˆ · Lˆ = 0 , xˆ · xˆ = 1 (xˆLˆ conds)
Again we note at this point that there is not much insight looking at these formulas except for what
we get for the commutators in the remainder of this section.
We compute the commutators: [
xˆa, xˆb
]
= 0 (xx)
[
xˆa, Lˆb
]
= i~εabcxˆ
c (xL)
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[
Lˆa, Lˆb
]
= i~εcabLˆc (LL)
along with:
xˆ · xˆ = 1, Lˆ · xˆ = xˆ · Lˆ = 0 (cond xL)
Once we know these relations we know the whole algebra of functions since the algebra is associative.
And thus we are done!
And so in the case of T ∗S2 a general element fˆ (the function
(
fˆ
)
we were looking for and the
specific form of the solution
(
fˆ soln
)
) in the space of all observables of xˆ and Lˆ is
fˆ
(
xˆ, Lˆ
)
=
∑
lm
f b1···bma1···al xˆ
a1 · · · xˆal Lˆb1 · · · Lˆbm
where f b1···bma1···al are constants. This is the enveloping algebra of the operators of angular momentum
and position on a Hilbert space.
Clearly we see that the Lˆ’s generate the standard angular momentum algebra and the xˆ’s transform
properly under rotations. However both the xˆ’s and the Lˆ’s form a constrained version of the
standard R3 Euclidean algebra with invariant constraints given by the last equations.
7 Angular Momentum States
Since we now have the algebra of observables we can ask about Hamiltonians and states. The
free single quantum particle Hamiltonian in ordinary quantum mechanics is Hˆ = pˆ
2
2m =
pˆ2
r
2m +
Lˆ·Lˆ
mr2
where pˆr is the radial component of momentum and Lˆ is the angular momentum. In other words
the natural choice for the Hamiltonian on our S2 (which we are free to choose) is Hˆ = Lˆ · Lˆ,
r = 1,m = 1 because it is just the restricted version of the E3 free particle Hamiltonian onto
S
2. We then construct our angular momentum states in the usual way by solving the eigenvalue
equation:
Hˆ |φ〉 = E |φ〉 (Schroedinger)
where E ∈ R.
We won’t do it because it is standard physics that one is able to do as an undergraduate physics
student.
8 Conclusions
We have explicitly constructed an exact non-perturbative solutions to the observables in the Fedosov
∗-formalism on T ∗S2 and showed that they obeyed the angular momentum commutation relations.
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In other words we took the phase space of a single classical particle confined to a sphere, quantized it
and got the quantum angular momentum algebra (which we expected). This is done by starting with
a chosen phase-space connection D and constructing an explicit formula for Dˆ. Via the equation(
D − Dˆ
)
fˆ = 0 that defines the algebra i.e. the algebra of all fˆ ’s we then explicitly constructed
xˆ and pˆ (the operator analogues of x and p) and computed their commutators. We realized (by
defining Lˆ = xˆ ×pˆ) that the enveloping algebra of all xˆ’s and pˆ’s gives the angular momentum
algebra.
Subsequently we defined a Hamiltonian Lˆ · Lˆ that would have eigenstates of angular momentum,
however we did not explicitly construct it because it is standard physics.
Another main point was that most of the ambiguity given a fixed phase space connection D of the
construction of Dˆ, it seemed, stemmed from the freedom of a change of basis (fˆ → UfˆU−1) given
by the argument in section 4.1. And finally the matrix form of the yˆ’s did not change anything
from a Moyal-like object as is done in deformation quantization.
We conclude that we would arrive at the same answer given any algebraic object yˆ that had the
same commutators along with the same action of the connection on them. We then view the
Fedosov ∗-formalism as a general algebraic construction and less tied to the deformation aspect
of its original formulation. Thus our formulation using Heisenberg algebras and their subsequent
representation spaces (Hilbert spaces) makes a more direct connection to the standard formulation
of ordinary quantum mechanics.
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10 Appendix A
We now show that the equation
(
D − Dˆ
)2
yˆA = 0 is equivalent to
[
Ω−Dr + dˆr + r2, yˆA
]
= 0:
Proof: (
D − Dˆ
)2
yˆA =
(
D2 −DDˆ − DˆD + Dˆ2
)
yˆA
(
DDˆ + DˆD
)
yˆA =
[
D
(
ωAB yˆ
AΘB + r
)
, yˆA
]
=
[
Dr, yˆA
]
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Dˆ2yˆA =
[
Qˆ,
[
Qˆ, yˆA
]]
= Qˆ
(
QˆyˆA − yˆAQˆ
)
+
(
QˆyˆA − yˆAQˆ
)
Qˆ
=
[
Qˆ2, yˆA
]
−
=
[(
ωAB yˆ
AΘB + r
)2
, yˆA
]
−
=
[(
ωAB yˆ
AΘB
)2
+
[
ωAB yˆ
AΘB, r
]
+ r2, yˆA
]
−
2
(
ωAB yˆ
AΘB
)2
=
[
ωAB yˆ
AΘB, ωCE yˆ
CΘE
]
=
[
yˆA, yˆC
]
ωABΘ
BωCEΘ
E = ωABΘ
AΘB
=⇒ Dˆ2yˆA =
[[
ωAB yˆ
AΘB, r
]
+ r2, yˆA
]
−
where [A,B]
−
= AB −BA for any A and B.
The curvature D2 acting on ΘA is:
D2 ⊗ΘA = R AB ⊗Θ
B
Thus the curvature D2 acting on yˆA is:
D2yˆA = R AB yˆ
B
Knowing this we define Ω as the curvature D2 acting on yˆA as a commutator, namely:
1
i~
[
Ω, yˆA
]
= R AB yˆ
B
we can immediately write a solution for Ω knowing
[
yˆA, yˆB
]
= i~ωAB, ωABωBC = δ
A
C and using
the symmetries of the curvature tensor:
Ω := −
1
2
ωACR
A
B yˆ
B yˆC
Thus we may rewrite the condition
(
D − Dˆ
)2
yˆA = 0 as:
(
D − Dˆ
)2
yˆA =
[
Ω−Dr + dˆr + r2, yˆA
]
= 0
11 Appendix B
Here we present an argument as to why r only has terms that are cubic or higher powers in the yˆ’s.
Given:
Dˆ =
[
Qˆ, ·
]
=
[
QˆAΘ
A, ·
]
QˆA =
∑
l
QAA1···Al yˆ
A1 · · · yˆAl
we require: (
D − Dˆ
)2
yˆA = 0
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If we let:
QˆAΘ
A = ωAB yˆ
AΘB + r
r =
∑
l
rAA1···AlΘ
AyˆA1 · · · yˆAl
If we want r to be globally defined for all manifolds we must define it out of non-degenerate tensors
namely the metric, the symplectic form and the curvature. This is because Ω is degree 2 in the yˆ’s
(i.e. Ω := − 12ωACR
A
B yˆ
ByˆC has 2 yˆ’s). The degree is defined by:
deg (a) = (number of yˆ’s) + 2 (number of ~’s)
A linear r would yield:
Ω︸︷︷︸
2
− Dr︸︷︷︸
1
+ dˆr︸︷︷︸
0
+ r2︸︷︷︸
1
and this cannot be zero for Ω 6= 0. This means that r must have a quadratic term in it.
If r is quadratic (r =
∑2
l=0 rAA1···AlΘ
AyˆA1 · · · yˆAl), in general, there is no way to construct the
degree 2 coefficient rAA1A2 out of invariant tensors. Thus we require that r has terms that are
cubic or higher powers in the yˆ’s. Fedosov mentions this fact also.[1]
For a specific manifold there might be an r that is quadratic. The argument above is meant for
an r in a general construction for a general manifold and so we give a counterexample in the case
when the manifold M is En.
There is always the trivial solution to r:
r = −
1
2
ωCBΓ
C
Ayˆ
AyˆB
where ΓCA = Γ
C
BAΘ
B are the Christoffel symbols associated to D. One can easily observe that this
is a solution knowing
[
yˆA, yˆB
]
= i~ωAB, ωABωBC = δ
A
C and using the symmetries of the Christoffel
symbols. However the Γ’s are not necessarily globally defined and if we find an r in one coordinate
patch on T ∗M there is no guarantee that it will be well-defined in another. However if M = En
then this is a global r.
12 Appendix C
Useful identities:
dp = α× x− p× θ
θaθb = ω˜εabcxc
z × x = p× x− k
z = p− x× k
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θaθb = θ[aθb] =
1
2
εabc (θ × θ)c = ω˜ε
abcxc
(v × w)× u = δabv
awub − v (w · u)
v × (w × u) = δabv
awub − (v · w) u
for all 3-D vectors assuming nothing about [va, wb] , [va, ub] or [wa, ub].
(v · θ) (x× w) · θ = ω˜ (v · w)
for all 3-D vectors assuming [θa, vb] = [θ
a, wb] = 0 and assuming nothing about [va, wb].
For two vectors such that v · x = w · x = 0 we have the identities:
v × w = ((v × w) · x)x ∼ x
z · (x× s) = p · (x× s)− t[
s2, (x× k) · s
]
= 0
saf (k · s) = f (k · s+ 1) sa
[r0, s] =
1
3
(
(s · θ) s− s2θ
)
[r0, (s · θ)] = 0[
r0, s
2
]
= 0 =
[
z · s, s2
]
[r0, k] =
1
3
(2s (k · θ)− θt− (s · θ) k)
[r0, z] =
1
3
((s · θ)x× k − θ × xt− 2x× s (k · θ))
D˜s = θ × s−
(
1 +
1
s2
)
(s · θ) s−
1
s2
((x× s) · θ)x× s
D˜x = Dx = θ × x =
1
s2
((x× s) · θ) s− (s · θ)x× s
D˜z = θ × z + ((z · s) (s · θ)− z · (x× s) ((x× s) · θ))
1
s2
s
+2z · (x× s) (s · θ)
1
s2
x× s
22
13 Appendix D: T ∗Rn
• In the case of T ∗Rn we solve equation (r) above for r when D ⊗ ΘA = 0 therefore DyˆA = 0
and hence Ω = 0 and get the solution r = 0. This gives us Dˆ by the formulas
(
Dˆ
)
and
(
Qˆ
)
:
Dˆ =
1
i~
[
ωAB yˆ
AΘB, ·
]
=
1
i~
[
s · dp− k · dx, ·
]
=
1
i~
[
(x+ s) · dp−
(
p+ k
)
· dx, ·
]
where s and k are the first n yˆ’s and the last n yˆ’s respectively (i.e. yˆA = (sa, ka)) also we
have
[
sa, sb
]
= 0 = [ka, kb] , [s
a, kb] = i~δ
a
b and Ds
a = 0 = Dka.
All operators are required to satisfy:
∂fˆ
∂xa
dxa +
∂fˆ
∂pa
dpa − Dˆfˆ = 0
=⇒
∂fˆ
∂xa
dxa +
∂fˆ
∂pa
dpa =
1
i~
[
(x+ s) · dp−
(
p+ k
)
· dx, fˆ
]
This equation is the specific case of the equation
(
cond fˆ
)
for T ∗Rn introduced in section 2.4.
The above equation tells us that fˆ is a function of xˆa = xa+sa and pˆa = pa+ka (fˆ = fˆ (xˆ, pˆ))
which are solutions to the equation
(
cond fˆ
)
i.e. the coefficients baA1···Al and caA1···Al in the
case of T ∗Rn introduced in the section 2.4 when ℓo
(
fˆ
)
= xa and ℓo
(
fˆ
)
= pa respectively.
The equation above implies that 1
i~
[·, pˆa] generates the translation on the cotangent bundle
in the xa−direction and 1
i~
[xˆa, ·] generates the translation on the cotangent bundle in the
pa−direction on all observables fˆ . See Fedosov for more details on motivating the need for
Dˆ.[1] 
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